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WORDS AND THEIR STORIES

Explore from Your 'Armchair'
September 02, 2023

And now, Words and �eir Stories, from VOA Learning English.

On this program we explore words and expressions in the English language. We give
de�nitions, examples, and notes on usage.

Today we talk about a piece of furniture used for sitting. As the name suggests, an armchair
has extensions for resting your arms. So, armchairs are more comfortable than other chairs.
In fact, they are so comfortable that people sit in them for hours.

Besides being a kind of furniture, Americans use the word “armchair” in front of other words.
�ey do this to describe di�erent sorts of people and the experiences they might or might not
have.

For example, some experiences can be called vicarious. If you live vicariously, you experience
things through other people. You do not actually do the thing you are interested in yourself.
Rather, you enjoy the activity by watching or reading about what others do.

Armchair detectives are not real detectives investigating crimes. An armchair detective enjoys
reading detective novels or watching true crime shows. Armchair detectives may even try to
solve a crime. But all their e�orts are done from the safety and comfort of their homes.

Living vicariously through others can be a wonderful chance to escape. Let’s say you do not
have the time or money to travel. But you still want to experience the pleasure of traveling.
You can read about places that you would like to visit. You can watch travel documentaries
about them too. And you can do these things from the comfort of your own home. So, you
could call yourself an armchair traveler.
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If you enjoy watching and reading about people who do dangerous activities -- such as
climbing Mount Everest or free diving into the depths of the ocean -- you might be an
armchair adventurer.

However, we also use “armchair” to describe another sort of person. If someone does not have
responsibility for a job but talks about it from a distance, we can use the word “armchair” to
describe them. Also, if someone is not an expert in a subject, but gives advice anyway, we
could use the word “armchair.”

For example, an armchair strategist gives strategies that are more theoretical than practical.
�is means they are talking about a problem but are not actually involved in solving it.

In the same way, an armchair general gives advice on going into battle … from a safe distance.
Armchair generals are not involved in a real battle.

In the U.S., a favorite term comes from American football. Armchair quarterbacks comment
on a football game from the comfort of their own chair. �ey criticize and insult the players
who actually play the game while they themselves have never played it.

But the use of the term “armchair quarterback” goes far beyond the world of sports. So, you
could hear the term used to describe anyone who does not do an activity or have
responsibility but still makes sharp comments or criticizes others who work at the job every
day.

And that’s all the time we have for this Words and �eir Stories. Until next time … I’m Anna
Matteo.

Anna Matteo wrote this lesson for VOA Learning English.

 ________________________________________________

Words in �is Story

furniture –n. things found in the room of a home or business such as chairs, tables, sofas, and
shelves

comfortable –adj. causing a feeling of ease and enjoyment and not pain
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vicarious –adj. something that is not felt by oneself but through others

documentary –n. a kind of movie that tells a real story and that does not use actors but real
people

strategist –n. a person who is skilled at making detailed plans to reach goals that extend over a
long period of time

theoretical –adj. having to do with the theory of how something should work rather than how
people know something works

practical –adj. having to do with reality rather than what is possible in the future or
imaginary


